OPIN BELL INFO RHM CITE WAVE 197

JNZIP ANOT CONMO

REF A BELL 0359 (OUT 9/19)
B BELL 0369 (OUT 8/82)

1. SW MESSAGE FROM (ANOT-34) SAID HE TALKED TO "EUGENIO" XAMX (REN) 06-64
   AND TOLD HIM HIS PLIGHT OF HAVING TO CACHE HIS W/T SET (AJOLAS)
   ON (ANOT-1963) FARM WHICH NOW GUARDED BY MILITIA. G-2 SEARCHED FARM
   FIVE TIMES WITHOUT LOCATING SET. SET CACHED IN WELL. A-1 TOLD (ANOT-34)
   HE HAD EXTRA SET. IN VIEW REF A INSTRUCTION THAT A-1 LEAVE PBRUMEN
   ASAP SUGGEST (A-1) BE IMMEDIATELY NOTIFIED TURN OVER ANY SURPLUS SET TO (A-34)
   (A-34 WILL REMAIN) PBRUMEN.

2. (A-34) NOW PROVIDING EXCELLENT INTEL REPORTS VIA SW. BASE
   WAVE BELIEVES PROVIDING (A-34) WITH ANOTHER W/T SET AT THIS TIME WOULD
   DOUBLE HIS VALUE TO OVERALL KUTUBE/KUDERK OBJECTIVES PBRUMEN.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: *STATED ONLY WT SETS CACHED HAVA WERE THRU KUTUBE STAYBEHIND
   ASSETS.
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